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Dear Sir

We write to express our concern and opposition that The Children und

Community Services Amendment Bill 2019 proposes to amend the Children and

Community Services Act 2004 to include provisions that mean that any
information that may be passed on to a priest during a Confession which leads the
priest to believe that a minor is being sexually abused, then the Priest must report
this to the authorities. This action irrespective of the wishes of the person making
such disclosure during their confession. The failure then of the priest to comply
with reporting to authorities will result in this being a criminal offence under the
proposed amendments.

Such reporting action by the priest would be a breach of the Seal of the

Confession and is against the time proven, centuries established practices and
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. If introduced priests would not be able
to comply.

We see the proposed amendments as an attack against the established
democratically separate positions and roles of the State and the Church. Such

moves are more akin to the actions of a communist State and certainly not the
actions we up hold and expect of and from our elected Western Australian
Government.

As practicing Catholics, we are offended and see the proposed amendment as an

infringement of our civic and civil rights.



We are riot aware of any evidence over the recent past years (not the 3-4-5

decades past of Church acknowledged abuses) that priests have withheld or are

withholding information concerning sexual abuses against children. In contrast

the anecdotal evidence does riot support the proposition that priests are regularly

in positions where such sexual abuse confessions are made to priests,

To require by legislation priests to report sexual abuse against children discloses

obtained during confession certainly will not encourage offenders to include such

disclosures during confession. It is patently obvious that this would have the

opposite effect and further discourage and drive deeper possible sexual abuse

cases from seeing the light of day and a possible cessation of abuse.

Looking at a hypothetical situation where a person may present to a priest to

disclose during confession sexual abuse against children. The person could well be

a complete stranger to the priest the person travelling and attending from some
other location. Also, the confession could well have been carried out where face

to face disclose hence recognition is riot utilized. This would make any meaningful
reporting not possible.

Yours faithfully

Robert Leslie THOMPSON

1.9 July 2020

and Josephine Lois THOMPSON




